Stopclock

810032
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Open the battery compartment and remove the tab between the battery and the contact point.
2. Select lap or cumulative time by pressing the MODE (blue) button. The upper display flashes the mode.
3. Press the START/STOP (green) button to start or stop the unit.
4. Press the SPLIT/LAP/RESET (red) button to record the lap or split time.
5. To reset the display to zero, press the STOP (green) button, then press the RESET (red) button.

The stopclock has three 4 mm sockets for external triggering. These should be connected as follows:

Red = Reset  Blue = Neutral  Green = Start/Stop

Precautions: Do not use in environments which are very hot or humid. Do not clean with abrasive or corrosive substances. Do not drop or shake vigorously. Do not open the unit.
Ruggedly design for prolonged use as both a bench-top count-up timer and a stopclock. Non-skid feet keep the unit firmly in place during use, yet it is small and light enough to be easily moved around the lab as needed. A large LCD and buttons make it easy to operate. Counts-up to 10 hours with 1/100th second resolution in selectable cumulative or interval split modes. Comes complete with one AA battery and two cables for connection to an external trigger such as a photo gate. This unit is CE approved and available with NIST traceable certificate of calibration (810032C).

- External Triggering Sockets
- Battery Compartment (bottom)
- External Triggering Cables
- MODE (blue) button
- START/STOP (green) button
- SPLIT/LAP/RESET (red) button
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The defective unit must be accompanied by a description of the problem and your return address. Register your product online at www.sperscientific.com, or return your warranty card within 10 days of purchase.
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